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Does skin-to-skin contact with term newborns after 
cesarean section improve initiation of & exclusive 
breastfeeding rates at discharge & physiologic stability 
for the newborn (temperature, heart rate & respiratory 
rate) within the immediate neonatal period?

Level # Summary of Evidence Overall 
Quality

Level I 10 STS is recommended for healthy, full term newborns8

immediately after delivery1, 6-7. Newborns completing STS were 
able to maintain their temperature1, 3-4, 6, 8, 10-11 HR1 & RR1, 10 

either similarly to or better than those without STS. Therefore, 
minimal separation of mother & newborn after CS is 
beneficial10. STS is recommended for healthy, full term 
newborns8 immediately after delivery1, 6-7. STS helps to 
encourage breastfeeding 1, 3-5, 8. Newborns must be closely 
monitored in the OR9 & during the postpartum period 7.

A-High

Level III 8 STS can be completed after all deliveries regardless of feeding 
preference for at least 1 hour after delivery, or until after first 
breastfeed is complete12. Chances of formula supplementation 
were less in those who completed STS after delivery15. 
Newborns in STS can maintain their temperature18-19  & also 
demonstrate an increase in breastfeeding rates16. No 
separation between mother & newborn should occur after 
delivery14. Staff members & parents should be educated on 
STS12-13, 15, 17.  STS rates were shown to increase after staff 
education regarding STS12.Interprofessional communication 
between all staff members is important12-13.

B-Good

Level IV 7 Prenatal education should be given regarding benefits of 
breastfeeding exclusively within the first hour22. 
STS should be completed until first feed is complete20, 23. 
Drying, Apgars, & initial assessment can be completed during 
STS23. STS helps to facilitate newborn physiologic stability, an 
opportunity for breastfeeding & an increase in breastfeeding 
duration23. This practice should occur in delivery rooms, ORs or 
RRs21. 

A-High

Level V 16 STS should be completed for all births within 1 hour28 & 
unlimited opportunities for breastfeeding can be given24. 
Education on STS is beneficial when given to mothers 
prenatally & just before delivery25-26, 29. Interprofessional 
collaboration & communication is important27, 30-31 along with 
proper nurse staffing31.

A-High
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The Johns Hopkins Nursing Evidence-Based Practice 
Model was used to guide the evidence search, 
appraisal, synthesis & translation2. A thorough search 
for evidence regarding STS contact was completed 
through the databases CINAHL, EBSCOhost, Health 
Source: Nursing/Academic Edition, Medline, Cochrane, 
Ovid, Pub Med & Google Scholar using the following 
keywords: Cesarean* or “Cesarean Section”, & “skin-to-
skin*”, “skin-to-skin contact”, or “kangaroo care”. 
Publication dates were limited to 2000-2016. 

• Evidence translation began September 2016. 
Maternity RNs were educated through a variety of 
methods, including computer-based module with a 
pretest & posttest (t(35) = -5.799, p = <.001), OR 
skills day (including a demonstration of STS), trial 
period 1 week prior to implementation to resolve 
inconsistencies, & the development of STS policy for 
all term deliveries.

• After IRB approval, implementation of STS in the OR 
began October 2016. Data were collected for all 
mothers who underwent CS delivery with regional 
anesthesia, delivering term newborns (>37 weeks) 
without known congenital anomalies. Results were 
compared to data from the same 3 month period the 
previous year, using the same criteria. 

Neonatal exposure to temperatures in an operating 
room (OR) after cesarean section (CS) can cause a 
stressful transition to extrauterine life. Skin-to-skin 
(STS) contact can facilitate a more stable transition 
period for the newborn. Immediate STS is defined as 
placing the naked newborn, with or without a diaper, 
prone on the bare chest of the mother at birth1. 
Research demonstrates that STS contact between 
mother & newborn within 1 hour of birth facilitates 
greater physiologic stability in the newborn & higher 
breastfeeding success at discharge1. The aim of this 
project is to implement STS contact in the OR after CS 
with full term newborns to improve breastfeeding rates 
& facilitate vital sign stability, in a small 93-bed 
community hospital. 

Practice
Question Evidence Translation

Evidence suggests implementation of STS in the OR after CS 
delivery for term, healthy newborns, as soon as possible, for at 
least 1 hour after delivery or until the first breastfeed is complete. 

Practice Change

Implementation of STS contact after CS is beneficial in 
helping to initiate breastfeeding earlier & to encourage 
exclusive breastfeeding at discharge while helping to 
facilitate newborn stability with temperature, HR, & RR 
after CS delivery.  

Implications

Outcome
Baseline 

(n=24)
Implementation 

(n=25)
Statistical 

Test
P value

Initiation of 
breastfeeding 
after delivery

M =123.57 min 
MD =89.50 min

M =103.40 min 
MD =71.50 min 

U =114.5 .372

Exclusive 
breastfeeding at 

discharge

9 newborns  
(38%)

12 newborns 
(48%)

χ2=.551 .458

First Feed *

   Breast 13 (54%) 20 (80%) **

   Bottle 11 (46%) 3 (12%)
*- Two newborns omitted for NPO status due to respiratory distress                         
**- Includes a newborn who first received breastmilk via syringe                                       
***- Indicates statistical significance, P  <.05

Table 1- Comparative Breastfeeding Results

χ2=6.038 .014***

Pre-STS Post-STS

Temperature 
M =98.5˚ F 

MD =98.1˚ F
M =98.4˚ F 

MD =98.4˚ F
z = -.071 .943

Heart Rate 
M =160 bpm 

MD =160 bpm
M =141 bpm 

MD =140 bpm
 z = -2.675 .007 **

Respiratory Rate
M =56 bpm 

MD =58 bpm
M =49 bpm         

MD =52 bpm
z = -2.161 .031 **

Table 2- Newborn Physiologic Data

Outcome *n=17 Statistical 
Test

P value

*Of the original 25, 6 did not have STS initiated and 2 lacked pre-STS VS                                                        
**- Indicates statistical significance, P <.05
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		Table 2- Newborn Physiologic Data

		Outcome		*n=17				Statistical Test		P value

				Pre-STS		Post-STS

		Temperature 		M=98.5˚ C MD=98.1˚ C		M=98.4˚ C MD=98.4˚ C		z= -.071		.943

		Heart Rate 		M=160 bpm MD=160 bpm		M=141 bpm MD=140 bpm		 z= -2.675		.007 **

		Respiratory Rate		M=56 bpm MD=58 bpm		M=49 bpm         MD=52 bpm		z= -2.161		.031 **

		*Of the original 25, 6 did not have STS initiated and 2 lacked pre-STS VS                                                        **- Indicates statistical significance, P <.05









		Table 1- Comparative Breastfeeding Results

		Outcome		Baseline (n=24)		Implementation (n=25)		Statistical Test		P value										Outcome		*n=17				Statistical Test		P value

		Initiation of breastfeeding after delivery		M=123.57 min MD=89.50 min		M=103.40 min MD=71.50 min 		U=114.5		.372												Pre-STS		Post-STS

		Exclusive breastfeeding at discharge		9 newborns  (38%)		12 newborns (48%)		χ2=.551		.458										Temperature (mean/median)		98.5˚ C		98.4˚ C		Wilcoxon     z= -.071		.943

		First Feed				*														Heart Rate (meanmedian)		160 bpm		141 bpm		Wilcoxon   z= -2.675		.007 **

		   Breast		13 (54%)		20 (80%) **		χ2=6.038		.014***										Respiratory Rate (mean/median)		56 bpm		49 bpm		Wilcoxon   z= -2.161		.031 **

		   Bottle		11 (46%)		3 (12%)														*Of the original 25, 6 did not have STS initiated and 2 lacked pre-STS VS

		*- Two newborns omitted for NPO status due to respiratory distress                         **- Includes a newborn who first received breastmilk via syringe                                       ***- Indicates statistical significance, P <.05																		**- Indicates statistical significance, p <.05





						*- Two newborns omitted for NPO status due to respiratory distress

						**- Includes a newborn who first received breastmilk via syringe 

						***- Indicates statistical significance, p <.05
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			Table 1- Maternal Demographic Data																								Table 2- Newborn Demographic Data																					Table 5- Cesarean Sections 																											Table 2-Feeding Outcomes 																								Table 1- Comparative Breastfeeding Results


						Baseline (n=24)									Implementation (n=25)															Baseline (n=24)						Implementation (n=25)																		Preterm            (<37 weeks)			General Anesthesia			Twins			Total Exclusions			Total CS			CS included in project						Feeding Method			Baseline (n=24)						Implementation (n=25)						X²/P value ***									Outcome			Baseline (n=24)			Implementation (n=25)			Statistical Test			P value


			Parity																								Gestational Age			*																		Baseline			October			1			1*			0			1			7			6						Preference before delivery 																								Initiation of breastfeeding after delivery			 M=123.57 min MD=89.50 min			M=103.40 min MD=71.50 min 			Mann-Whitney U=114.5			.372


			   Primiparous			12						50.0%			12						48.0%						   Median (Range)			39 weeks			(37-41.2 weeks)			39 weeks			(37-41.1 weeks)												November			0			2			1**			2			12			10						Exclusive breastfeeding			14 (58.3%)						18 (72.0%)						X²= 1.009  P=.315									Exclusive breastfeeding at discharge			9 newborns  (38%)			12 newborns (48%)			Chi-Square  χ2=.551			.458


			   Multiparous			12						50.0%			13						52.0%						Sex																								December			1			0			0			1			9			8						Not exclusively breastfeeding			10 (41.7%)						7 (28.0%)															First Feed						*


			Age																								   Female			11			45.8%			10			40.0%												Total												4			28			24						   (Including bottle or mixed)																								   Breast			13 (54%)			20 (80%) **			Chi-Square χ2=6.038			.014***


			   Mean (Range)			29.08						(19-37)			28.28						(20-38)						   Male			13			54.2%			15			60.0%									Implementation			October			2			1			2			5			12			7						First Feed									*															   Bottle			11 (46%)			3 (12%)


			Race																								Apgar score at 1 minute																								November			0			0			0			0			8			8						   Breast			13 (54.2%)						20 (80.0%) **						X²=6.038 P=.014									*- Two newborns omitted for NPO status due to respiratory distress


			   Caucasian			19						79.2%			24						96.0%						   Median (Range)			9			(5-9)			8			(4-9)												December			1			0			0			1			11			10						   Bottle			11 (45.8%)						3 (12.0%)															**- Includes a newborn who first received breastmilk via syringe


			   African American			2						8.3%			0						0.0%						Apgar score at 5 minute																								Total												6			31			25						Feeding Method at Discharge																								***- Indicates statistical significance, p <.05


			   Asian			1						4.2%			0						0.0%						   Median (Range)			9			(8-10)			9			(5-10)									*- Same patient as Preterm 																											Exclusive breastfeeding			9 (37.5%)						12 (48.0%)						X²= .551 P=.458


			   Hispanic			0						0.0%			1						4.0%						Birthweight																					**-One of the same patients as general anesthesia																											Not exclusively breastfeeding			15 (62.5%)						13 (52.0%)															Table 2- Newborn Physiologic Data


			   Other			2						8.3%			0						0.0%						   Mean (Range)			3463 g			(2340-4880 g)			3355 g			(2440-4390 g)																																				   (Including bottle or mixed)																								Outcome			*n=17						Statistical Test			P value


			Marital Status																								*- One newborns GA omitted for unknown due date due to lack of prenatal care																																																*- Two newborns omitted for NPO status due to respiratory distress																											Pre-STS			Post-STS


			   Single			8						33.3%			13						52.0%																																																						**- Includes a newborn who first received breastmilk via syringe																								Temperature (mean)			98.5˚ C			98.4˚ C			Wilcoxon     z= -.071			.943


			   Married			14						58.3%			12						48.0%																																																						***- Pearson Chi-Square with P value. Significance level is .05																								Heart Rate (mean)			160 bpm			141 bpm			Wilcoxon   z= -2.675			.007 **


			   Other			2						8.3%			0						0.0%																																																																														Respiratory Rate (mean)			56 bpm			49 bpm			Wilcoxon   z= -2.161			.031 **


			Feeding Preference																																																																																																*Of the original 25, 6 did not have STS initiated and 2 lacked pre-STS VS


			Exclusive breastfeeding			14						58.3%			18						72.0%																																																																														**- Indicates statistical significance, p <.05


			Not exclusively breastfeeding			10						41.7%			7						28.0%


			   (Including bottle or mixed)																																																																																																Table 3-Results of Education Module


																																																																																																						Pre-test			Post-test			Statistical Test			P value


			Table 3-Feeding Outcomes 																								Table 4- Classification of ceasrean sections																																																																								Education Module			89.60%			99.50%			Paired samples test			.000 **


			Feeding Method			Baseline (n=24)						Implementation (n=25)						P value ***												Baseline (n = 24)						Implementation (n = 25)																																																															** Indicates statistical significance, p <.05


			Preference before delivery 																								Incidence


			Exclusive breastfeeding			14 (58.3%)						18 (72.0%)						.315									   Primary			13			54.2%			14			56.0%


			Not exclusively breastfeeding			10 (41.7%)						7 (28.0%)															   Secondary			11			45.8%			11			44.0%


			   (Including bottle or mixed)																								Urgency


			First Feed									*															   Elective			18			75.0%			13			52.0%


			   Breast			13 (54.2%)						20 (80.0%) **						.014									   Non-elective			5			20.8%			11			44.0%


			   Bottle			11 (45.8%)						3 (12.0%)															   Emergent			1			4.2%			1			4.0%


			Feeding Method at Discharge																								Indication


			Exclusive breastfeeding			9 (37.5%)						12 (48.0%)						.458									   Repeat elective			11			45.8%			10			40.0%


			Not exclusively breastfeeding			15 (62.5%)						13 (52.0%)															   Breech			2			8.3%			3			12.0%


			   (Including bottle or mixed)																								   Previous Myomectomy			1			4.2%			2			8.0%


			*- Two newborns omitted for NPO status due to respiratory distress																								   Failure to descend			5			20.8%			1			4.0%


			**- Includes a newborn who first received breastmilk via syringe																								   Arrest of descent			1			4.2%			2			8.0%


			***- P value from Chi Square. Significance level is .05																								   Protracted descent			1			4.2%			4			16.0%


																											   Failed induction of labor			1			4.2%			1			4.0%


																											   Non-reassuring fetal heart tracing			1			4.2%			1			4.0%


																											   Macrosomia			1			4.2%			1			4.0%
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Heart Rate 
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**- Indicates statistical significance, p <.05


Table 2- Newborn Physiologic Data


*Of the original 25, 6 did not have STS initiated and 2 lacked pre-STS VS
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		Table 2- Newborn Physiologic Data

		Outcome		*n=17				Statistical Test		P value

				Pre-STS		Post-STS

		Temperature 		M=98.5˚ F MD=98.1˚ F		M=98.4˚ F MD=98.4˚ F		z= -.071		.943

		Heart Rate 		M=160 bpm MD=160 bpm		M=141 bpm MD=140 bpm		 z= -2.675		.007 **

		Respiratory Rate		M=56 bpm MD=58 bpm		M=49 bpm         MD=52 bpm		z= -2.161		.031 **

		*Of the original 25, 6 did not have STS initiated and 2 lacked pre-STS VS                                                        **- Indicates statistical significance, P <.05









		Table 1- Comparative Breastfeeding Results

		Outcome		Baseline (n=24)		Implementation (n=25)		Statistical Test		P value										Outcome		*n=17				Statistical Test		P value

		Initiation of breastfeeding after delivery		 M=123.57 min MD=89.50 min		M=103.40 min MD=71.50 min 		U=114.5		.372												Pre-STS		Post-STS

		Exclusive breastfeeding at discharge		9 newborns  (38%)		12 newborns (48%)		χ2=.551		.458										Temperature (mean/median)		98.5˚ C		98.4˚ C		Wilcoxon     z= -.071		.943

		First Feed				*														Heart Rate (meanmedian)		160 bpm		141 bpm		Wilcoxon   z= -2.675		.007 **

		   Breast		13 (54%)		20 (80%) **		χ2=6.038		.014***										Respiratory Rate (mean/median)		56 bpm		49 bpm		Wilcoxon   z= -2.161		.031 **

		   Bottle		11 (46%)		3 (12%)														*Of the original 25, 6 did not have STS initiated and 2 lacked pre-STS VS

		*- Two newborns omitted for NPO status due to respiratory distress                         **- Includes a newborn who first received breastmilk via syringe                                       ***- Indicates statistical significance, P <.05																		**- Indicates statistical significance, p <.05





						*- Two newborns omitted for NPO status due to respiratory distress

						**- Includes a newborn who first received breastmilk via syringe 

						***- Indicates statistical significance, p <.05
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			*- Two newborns omitted for NPO status due to respiratory distress																								   Failure to descend			5			20.8%			1			4.0%


			**- Includes a newborn who first received breastmilk via syringe																								   Arrest of descent			1			4.2%			2			8.0%


			***- P value from Chi Square. Significance level is .05																								   Protracted descent			1			4.2%			4			16.0%


																											   Failed induction of labor			1			4.2%			1			4.0%


																											   Non-reassuring fetal heart tracing			1			4.2%			1			4.0%


																											   Macrosomia			1			4.2%			1			4.0%
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z= -2.675


.007 **


Respiratory Rate 


(mean)


56 bpm49 bpm


Wilcoxon   


z= -2.161


.031 **


**- Indicates statistical significance, p <.05


Table 2- Newborn Physiologic Data


*Of the original 25, 6 did not have STS initiated and 2 lacked pre-STS VS
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